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This book, which has a subtitle ‘From student 
reports to professional publications in chemistry 
and related fields’, is designed both as a reference 
manual and as a basic text. Two of the authors are 
German and one American. They are chemists but 
hope that the ideas will be accessible to scientists in 
general. Part I on Scientific Writing: Aims and 
Forms, is divided into main sections entitled: 
Reports, Theses, Papers (Journal Articles), Books, 
Part II is Scientific Writing: Materials, Tools and 
Methods and has main headings: From Manuscript 
to Document, Chemical Nomenclature, Quan- 
tities, Units and Numbers, Equations and For- 
mulas, Figures, Tables, Collecting and Citing the 
Literature. There are also appendices on such mat- 
ters as Oral Presentations, Aspects of Scientific 
English, Authors and Their Rights, Preparing an 
Index. 
The text is well written and the authors are clear- 
ly enthusiasts for their subject. In general the book 
contains much sound advice. I was particularly in- 
terested in the description of the way in which 
research notebooks should be annotated for easy 
reference. This section ends with (pages 15-16) 
“Industrial scientists eventually regard returning 
their filled notebooks to a supervisor as a matter of 
routine, comparable (and related) to receiving a 
salary.” I could not help thinking that some of our 
PhD students must be a little surprised by their 
first post in industry. I would agree, however, that 
not enough attention is now given to the manage- 
ment of notebooks in our universities. 
I have two general quibbles. The first is that the 
text is slanted so much to chemists that its value to 
other types of scientist is limited. The chemical 
bias seeps through at many points and sometimes 
in surprising ways. Thus, on page 92, it is stated 
that US and British journals differ from those in 
other countries in that the typical US journal takes 
an ‘all-or-nothing’ attitude in the assessment of a 
paper, whereas other countries adopt a more con- 
structive approach. As an admirer of the 
Biochemical Journal and other biochemical jour- 
nals I find this statement surprising to say the least. 
My other quibble concerns spelling. Although 
there is a note about the choice of dictionary on 
page 358, I found no mention of the fact that 
American English differs in some respects from the 
British form. As an editor I have to treat American 
English as a foreign language. I merely have to 
decide which language is being used and then make 
sure that the spelling is consistent. In the main this 
book is written in American English for even on 
page 1 I see ‘envisioned’. 
The authors are probably correct when they 
state that there is no book quite like this even 
though some others, with a similar objective, are 
more entertaining. 
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